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ABSTRACT

Studies of photochemical reactions of the pure oxygen atmosphere are made using reaction rate constants and 
atmospheric data available in the latest literature. The daytime and nighttime variations in atomic oxygen and 
ozone are computed, based on three different conditions: 1) photochemical equilibrium, 2) direct integrations of 
the rate equations with modifications and approximation to the equations, and 3) by numerical integrations. 
The departure from the photochemical equilibrium concentrations during day and nighttime are discussed by 
comparing the results obtaind from the three conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the appearance of Chapman's paper(1930) on 
ozone and atomic oxygen in the upper atmosphere, 
of the work by Wulf and Deming (1936) in ozone 
photochemistry, and of the paper by Bates and Nicolet 
(1950) on the photochemistry of atmospheric water 
vapor numerous authors have made similar studies on 
other chemical species which pertain to atmospheric 
phenomena. Oxygen allotropes, nitrogen-oxygen com
pounds, and hydro흥en・oxygen compounds have been 
studied more extensively than other species since these 
compounds are the major constituents of the atmosph
ere. Especially the oxygen allotropes have been a major 

subject in studies of atmospheric 사lemistry. This is 
due partially to interest in the ozone layer and in 
atmospheric heating by the recombination of atmoic 
oxygen into molecular oxygen and ozone. A survey 
of the many existing papers on the photochemstry of 
the oxygen allotropes shows that most investigators 
agree on the nature and mechanism of the photoc
hemical reactions of the oxygen allotropic species. 
However, some results, such as the number densities 
of the allotropes and the relaxation time (or charac
teristic time), vary considerably among investigators, 
in some cases by an order of magnitude or more. 
This disagreement can be attributed to the adoption 

of different atmospheric models, the use of different 

values for the reaction rate constants, and different 
approximation or modification methods for the 
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integration of the rate equations.
A thorough review and compilation of the kinetic 

rate data for the reactions of the neutral atmospheric 
species has recently been undertaken in this labora- 
tory. The purpose of this paper is three-fold. First, 
it discusses the photochemical equilibrium behavior of 
the oxygen allotropes, usin흥 the latest available val
ues of the rate costants; results are compared with 
other previous results. Second, it describes an invest
igation of the possible departure from the photoche
mical equilibrium behavior of the species, by the 
direct integration of the rate equations. Third, it 
describes attempts to obtain simultaneous solutions of 
the rate equations by numerical methods. The simul
taneous solutions by the numerical method do not add 
much insight into physical or chemical mechanisms of 
the distribution and the time variation of the species. 
However, we should expect accurate values for the 
distrlbuticn and the time variation from the numerical 
integration of the equations.

The atmospheric model, the total number density, 
and the uniform mixing ratios of N2 and O2 are 
taken from the publication by CIRA (1965).

IL Photochemical Equilibrium Condition

There are many chemical processes involved with the 
oxygen allotropes which can undergo many chemical 
processes resulting from the excitation of atoms and 
molecules or thermal dissociation of molecules, but in 
this discussion we limit the process to the five most 
important reactions, namely

0 +的 t0(3P) + 0(】D)u、 
o2-+ 加j—o(아〉)+o(3p) (1)

O3 十 *O 2 十 O
O + O + AJQ + M 
o+o2+m-->o3-m 
0 + O3—

0) 
야”) 

여】2) 
CL)

where J's are the photcdisscciation rate constants, k's 
the re£Cticn rate constnts, and M is the third bcdy 
atom gt molecule. The detailed description and the 
calculatioii of the J values are 흥iven in the works by 
Nicolet (1964), Craig (1965), and Nawrocki and 
Papa (1963). Many authors employ the constant 
values 1 x 10'9~10-7 and 3. 0〜8. 0 x 10-3 for J2 and 
J3. respectively, since there is considerable uncertainty 

involved in the values of J when these are plotted 
against the altitude. The values of J2 and J3 adopted 
in this paper are based on Horiuchi's work (1961) for 
the region below 80 km; for the region above 80 km the 
J2 values are extrapolated from the values at the lower 
re흥ion and the constant value of 3. 8xl0-3 for J3 is 
employed. The vertical profile of J2 and J3 is shown 
in Fig. 1. Also indicated in Fig. 1 by the circles are 
the values cf J2 and J3 obtained by Catchpcole(1964). 
The effect cn the distribution numbers of the species 
and cn ether physical properties due to the discrepa
ncies or uncertainty in the J values will be discussed 
in Secticn V. The values cf k are based cn the data 
reported by Schofield (]£67). In the case of three- 
body reccmbinaticn reaction乂Eqs. 3 and 4) the rate 
constants very to seme extent according to the nature 
or species of the third body, and thus the effectiveness 
of the recombination may be altered. In this work 
we take the number density of the third body as the 
sum of the number densities of molecular nitrogen 
and oxygen. Young and Epstein(1962) chose the 
number density of the third body as

n(M)=n(02)+ Q 6n(^N2)
where n(O2) and n(N2) are the number densities of 
the molecular oxygen and nitrogen, respectively. Our 
calculation shows that when such a correction for the 
third bcdy concentration is made cur results for the 
atomic oxygen and czone ccncentraticn are increased 
by only a factor of about 1. 1〜L 2. The values of k 
employed in this work are given as Allows：

如=5. Ox 10~34x (T)u2(mcJecidesf, cc2, sec-]) 
屬2=7. 5x IO-35 x exp(890/RT) (molecules-2, cc% 

sec'1)

站3 = 6 x IO11 x exp(—5700/RT)+2. 4 x 10~11
x (T/256),/2xexF(-3070/T) + 5.0xl0-IE 
x exp(~-3020/T)J(molecules*',  cc, sec^1)

where T and R are the absolute temperature and the 
gas constant, 1. £8717(cal., deg.，mole^1).

The rate of change of the oxygen allotropes is 
governed by the equations：

으W =2」2径(。2)+侦(。3)— 2 如邳 (M)7z2(O)

—如2由(M)处(0)&(。2)—知?z(0)〃(C)3)•••(6) 
브言을〉= 一 J必 (OD +〕3찌〔。3)+ ^n«(M)n2(0)
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—名泓(M)4(O)7Z(O2)+ 2知3끼〔0)龙(O3) …(7) 
至隼)=一侦(0£) + M(M)n(0)”(0D

一名3处(0)”(。3)........................................ (8)

where n ( ) indicates the number density of the 
species (number of particles, cc-1). The photochemical 
equilibrium number densities of the atomic molecular 
oxygen and ozone are obtained by solving Eqs. (6), 
(7), and(8) for the condition.

The dissociation of molecular oxygen into atomic 
oxygen indicated in Eq. (1) depends on the actual 
ultraviolet solar spectrum in the regions of the Schu
mann-Runge bands around 1750 A and of the Herzberg 
bands around 2500A (see for example, Nawrocki and 
Papa (1964), Watanabe (1958), and Nicolet (1964)). 
As pointed out by a number o£ investigators the 
frequency distribution of the solar spectrum in the 
ultraviolet region can be related to the black body 
temperature of the sun, and it turns out that the 
relaxation time (or characteristic time durding which 
the concentration reduces to 1/e of the initial value 
or increases to e times the initial value) is about 3x 103 
sec at the black body temperature of 6000CK and 104 
sec at 5500°K. Therefore we assume that the oxygen 

molecules maintain nearly photochemical equilibrium; 
the equilibrium number density of O2 is simply obta
ined from the total number density of the atmosphere 
with the uniform mixing ratio of the molecular oxyg
en.

Let w/O) and ??/O3)be the photochemical equilibrium 
number densities of O and Oa, respectively. Then 
from Eq. (8).

也(。3)=
虹”2(M)7Z(OM(O)

J3 十岛 ge(0) ⑼

The substitution of 佑(O3) into Eq. (6) at the photo
chemical equilibrium condition yields a cubic equation 
in ne(O) with three real roots, only one of which is 
positive. However, the computation of these roots is 
complicated; in this work instead of solving the cubic 
equation, 〃乂0) and %(。3)are computed by simulta
neously solving Eqs. (6) and (8) using the Newton- 
Raphson method, which will be discussed later.

Bates and Nicolet (1950) derived the expression of 
ne(O) and we(O3) for different regions of the atmos
phere. In their derivation some terms in Eqs. (6) 
and (8), whose orders of magnitude are very small, 
are eliminated； this modification gives an equation 
quadratic in 払(0) which is easily soluble. Their 
formulas are listed in Table 1. For the region above 
70 km they took 이ily the photodissociation of mok- 
이Jar oxygen and the three-body recombination of 
atomic oxygen into account, and they assumed the 
condition J3》岛*e(O) for the region below 100 km. 
The results in nt (O) and &(O3) based on constant 
values for J2 and J3 differ considerably from those 
based on the variable values for J2 and J3, and the 
position of the maximum peak 
of ne(O) varies with changes in J2 and J3. in Fig. 
2 the variations of 纪(O) and ne(O3) are plotted. In 
Fig. 3 the factors

h + -W斗此(6)广 and「1 +서5(O)T 

are pldtted for O and O3l respectively; the factors 
indicate the relation among the approximations ado
pted in deriving the formula listed in Table 1. Since 
the values of kn and k12 differ by less than an order 
of magnitude, a crude estimation indicates that the 
w/O) concentration around the 100 km level is increased

TABLE 1. Photochemical Equilibrium Number Density Formulas oF O and O3

Altitude 成。) 您(。3)

Above 100 km

70-100 km

60-70 km

Below 60 km

「M으LT”
L 如m(M) J
「侦(。2)T"
L &m(m)J

[j2«(o2)/^un (M) (l+^^n(O2))J/a
「J』j"

一孕쎄)吗서)叫 (O) 
J3 + 论13払(0)

爲 2〃(M)”(C2)箕(°) 
〕3

知 7Z(M)?Z(C)2)歸(0)

广 n(Q)
J3

J2 知 2?2(M)
J3幻3
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by the factor of 

■60 km level and 
decreased by the

1 + 4- 슬项(。2)from that at the 
Z J3

that the n((O3) concentration is 
factor 1—-* 으伤 (O).

IH. Departure from Photochemical 
Equilibrium Behavior

a) Daytime Variation. Some works (Nicolet, 1964, 
1965； Penndorf, 1949) on the diurnal variation in 
atomic oxygen and ozone based their calculations on 
the argument that somete rms in Eqs(6). and (8) cont
ribute far less than others to the variation; this assu
mption makes it possible to integrate Eqs(6). and (8) 
directly. Extensive calculations and integration of the 
rate equations in more generalized form have, how
ever, been made recently by Wallace (1962), Leovy 
(1964), Hunt (1965), and Barth (1961) for nighttime 
variation. According to Wallace, the actual daytime 
atomic oxygen concentration may be ten times less 
than the equilibrium value in the region extending 
from below 60 km to about 85 km. He obtained the 
daytime atomic oxygen concentration by integrating 
Eq. (6), substituting the equilibrium formula, Eq. (9) 
for 7*()3).

His formula is

“(0)=p----------戶邛2---------- 1
備 "(M)”숫* g) 卩 

/ ReS-] 11 3 
\ Re汕+ 1 (10)

where
r— 2丿狎(。2)+。％(0) ............................. rm

Q =[4J法/(M) 力 (02)|1 +-登^"(C새 

and %(O) is the initial value of «(O).

If the relation holds in Eq. (10), the for
mula of ?z(O) reduces to the photochemical equilibr
ium expression of i(O) listed in Table 1. Such a 
relation is attained if t approches infinity or Q takes 
.a value such that the R values become large.

The values of R, however, are very sensitive to 
the number of signficant figures in the terms 2J2^ 
(O2) and Q%(O), whose difference comprises the 
denominator of R. Because of much uncertainty 
involved in the rate constants it is not easy to obtain 
a precise value for R. The departure from the phot- 
■ochemical equilibrium concentration should depend

to
40
is

on the qualitative interpretation of values of Q, 
which is inversely proportional to the characteristic 
time.

In this section we perform calculations similar 
those made by Wallace, extending the region from 
km to 110 km. Also the approach adopted here 
somewhat similar to Nicolet's (1964, 1965).

In order that Eqs. (6) and (8) be directly integrable 
some approximation or modification of these equation 
is necessary； such approximation is made by comp
aring the orders of magnitude of the terms in the 
equations with the values for n(O) and w(O3), 
substituted by their equilibrium values. The values o£ 
the five terms contained in Eqs. (6) and (8) are plotted 
in Fig. 4.

Below 60 km we can neglect the term 2^nn(O)w2(O). 
Then Eq. (6) is modified to

判의-=2涉(0£)+ 
at
一纣况(M)以0)戎(。2)—&讷(C顷(OD……(13)

The solution to this equation is 
队(O)=7Z《O)exp {—〔知2"(M)?Z(()2)+ 幻辭e(()3)〕R

I 么切(。2并加(。3) 「1一一
十如必(M)*Q)  +如払(。3)口 Pl

以】排(M)”(C)2)+ 如3払(。3)車}〕...... (14)

where 〃乂O3) is the equilibrium ozone concentration.
The characteristic time of the atomic oxygen in this 
region is repesented by

c = |為 yz(M)?z(()2)-"技您(0) 丁r

In Eq. (15) the value of the second term is 처bout two 
orders of magnitude less than that of the first one, 
and thus the characteristic time is approximated to

(15)

(15a)

This indicates that the variation in atomic oxygen is 
mainly due to the recombination of atomic and molec
ular oxygen into ozone. A different approach to this 
case could be made. If we assume that the ozone 
concentration expressed by Eq. (9) is stilld valid at 
lower altitudes and that J3>^i3we(O) holds, the second 
and third terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (13) 
cancel each other. The solution to the equation is 
d任erent from Eq. (14) and is written as

处(O)= J__ 弘虫___11/21 Re2Qgf —1 1 ...... (10a)
'丿 M盘旅(M) J I Re2Q〃+l / 7

where
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0=［으M 亨”(M).. ］%©)................... (12a) 허*̂  2丿狎（。2）-么15（&1）必（0）................ （16）

and R has a formula identical to Eq. (11), except 
that Q has been replaced by Qa.

Eqs. (10a) and (12a) can be derived directly from 

the solution of the more generalized case, Eqs. (10b) 
and (12b), when the following condition, which is 

valid at lower altitudes, is applied to Eq. (10b).

석씩

The characteristic time for the change in n(O) exp
ressed by Eq. (10a) is (2Q(I)~1 and this quantity is 
roughly two orders larger than the value of C 
in Eq. (15a). The discrepancy is due to the fact 
that the contribution from the term ^12n(O)n(O3) 
to the variation in atomic oxygen is considered 
quite effective inEq. (10a) but is ignored in Eq. 
(15a). This is an example which indicates that 

a rate :equation can yield two entirely different 
solutions depending on how an approximation to the 

equation is made. Above the 60 km to 80 km region 
all the terms have about the same order of magnitud, e 
and therefore no terms can be eliminated from Eq. 
(6). Therefore Wallace's formula is the preferable 
solution for the concentration of atomic oxygen at 
these altitudes. Above 80 km to 90 km the term 
(0)笈(。3)can be dropped from the rate equation, 
Eq. (6), and this results in a s이ution slightly differnt 
from the Wallace expression. The atomic oxygen 
concentration formula is now

The soltution to this equation is

一！如©) / Re^-1 \ 、

where
《2=2［壷uJM(M)就((爲)丁2 ......................... (12c)

The formulas expressed by Eqs. (10c) and (12c) 
can also be derived from the corresponding formulas 
of Eqs. (10) and (12) when the condition

J3
is assumed valid in this region. Such a condition 
was also discussed in connection with the derivation 
of the photochemical equilibrium formulas, and the 
variation of 鱼으"'当

in Fig. 3.
The characteristic time of the process expressed by 

Eq. (16) is

门(O2) against the altitude is shown

and

”(O) = r---------- r J*  야七----------A1/1
1妇必이1 + 寿츤抄 (O 아」

/ Re2^-1 \ ・
\ &冲+ 1 )............................. (10b)

= i {"""저7(M)끼。2)］ .............. (17)

and this formula differs slightly from that obtained 
by Nicolet(1965), his coefficient being 0. 275, instead 
of 1/4.

The nonequilibrium behavior of ozone can be inve
stigated by steps similar to those employed for atomic 
oxygen. However, unlike the case of atomic oxygen, 
the ozone rate equation allows no simple substitution 
for the atomic oxygen concentration in order to make 
the intergration of the equation more tractable. 
Nicolet(1965), neglecting the three-body reccmbinaticn 
reaction of atomic oxygen in Eq. (6), obtains the 

expression for the equilibrium atomic oxygen concen
tration

/((시］" 

.............. (12b)

R has a formula identical with that in Eq. (11), 
except that Q has been replaced by Qb. Q and Qb 
have values of equal magnitude above 70 km, and 
below 60 km they differ by the factor of 2. Above 90 
km the rate equation for atomic cxygen is greatly 
simplified since the can be neglected. Thus
the rate equation is expressed by

n 一 2JM(。?)+ J~3&(0丄)
e 々M(M”(O2)+如龙(O3) (18)

The sub마itution of 払(O) in Eq. (8) and the use of 

the relation ^i3?z(O3)<^^12zz(M)m(O2) yield two rate 
equations from Eq. (8).

虫誓。=2。以(。2)..................................... (19a)

and
如。3） 

dt +微膈欢（0，）=2孙（0）
(19b>

The solutions to these equations are respectively

Vol. 13, No. 4, 1969
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”(。3)=”;(。3)[1+ .............. (20a)

and

g）『（C시室쁱滂시"（舞尚（如） 

where

(21)

(22)

F— 2 丿我(OD + a佑(O3) ...............
2J2n(O2)—ani(O3)

a=2|■吾痔J"...........................
L爲2戎(M) J

and 您(Q) is the initial value of n(03).
In Eq. (20a) the term 2 ""吧으) is quite small, 

払 (Q) 이
i. e. the order of magnitude is roughly 10-4 in the 
region between 당0 km to 90 km. Therefore about 10 
% deviation in the concentration from the n；(O3) 
value takes place during 103 seconds. The characte
ristic time of the ozone variation for the second case, 

Eq. . (19b), is

..............................(23)

This formula is in agreement witht Nicolte's expression 
■except that we obtain the factor of — instead of his 
factor 0. 275.

In 바le derivation o£ Eqs. (20a) and (20b) we assumed 
that the condition ^i3n(O3)<^12M(M)n(O2) is valid 
throughout the region above 40 km. As shown in 
Fig. 4, the term 屬3%(。)％(。3)is about two orders 
of magnitude less than the terms 如必(M)就‘(O)?此。?) 

-and 丿3払(。3)which are the' same in their values, but 
in the rate equation, Eq. (8), They have the opposite 
signs. From 바iis fact we can consider that the terms 

and 丿斯(。3)cancel each other and 
the minor term k13n(ff)n(O3) contributes effectively 
t。the rate process of ozone; thus Eq.(8) is modified 
to

爵S" ' = _%7z(O)n(O3)......................... (24)

With the substitution of the equilibrium formula
[ 丄丄 /
I払2如3冗(M) J

for 肌。)the solution of Eq. (24) is obtained.
......................................... (25)

where

7 숪븦紂 ........................................㈣

The reasoning employed in the derivation of Eq. 
《25) may not be close to the real situation; however, 
if is intersting to note 나lat the characteristic time of 

the ozone variation in Eq. (25) is diffrent by a factor 
of 1/4 from that in Eq. (20b). Another fact is that 
the ozone variation expressed by both Eqs. (20a) and 
(20b) indicates its increase with time, but Eq. (25) 
indicates its decrease with time. The actual photoch
emistry of the ozone is governed by many factors and 
reactions other than the simplified chemical reactions 
investigated here (Craig, 1965; Diitsch, 1961). The
refore the conclusion for the daytime ozone variation 
should not be drawn merely from the results obtained 
from Eqs. (20a), (20b) or (25).

b) Nighttime Variations. The nighttime variations 
in atomic oxygen and ozone are also investigated by 
using the same rate equations, Eqs. (6) and (8) but 
with the condition J2=J3=Q. Although this condition 
simplifies the equations, they remain quadratic with 
regard to ”(O) and n(O3). There exists no photoche
mical equilibrium during the night since the roots of 
the equations are either zero or negative.

The nighttime rate equation of the atomic oxygen is 
-“%?)=—2knn(M)n3 (O)—kl2n(M)n(0)n(02) 

一如3由(O)盈(O3) .......................... (27)
Below 60 km the second term in the right-hand 

side of the equation is predominant.
In the narrow region around 70 km the values cf 

the three terms are similar in magnitude. In principle, 
therefore, no term can be eliminated, and the direct 
integration of Eq. (27) is practically impossible. A 
crude approximation is made by dropping the third 
term and by multiplyin흥 the first term by two, since 
the term values are almost identical. The use of this 
approximation makes it possible for the equation to 
be integrated. Between 80 and 100 km the contribution 
from the third term is quite negligible, since the 
controlling recation processes at 바lese levels are 
mai이y due to the first and second terms. Above 100 
km only the three-body recombination of atomic 
oxygen is responsible for the variation. The solutions 
of Eq. (27) at different levels are given by the follo
wing equations.

Below 60 km,

n(O) =nt (O)厂k ，...............................^8)

The characteristic time for this elution is
广나】12汩")龙(。2)丁】................................. (29)
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In the neighborhood of 70 km,
处(O)=払om

「______________払狎(M)“(C)2)_________ _________ ]
L&^(M”(O2)+ 4&E(M)%(O)(L — emgDE"」 

t for Eq. (30) is identical with x in Eq. (29). Between 
80 and 100 km the solution is the same as the formula 
given by Eq. (30), except for a numerical coefficient of 
2in stead of 4 in the second term of the denominator, 
for The formula for z in Eq. (29) is 시so applicabl 
to r this case. Above 100 km, the atomic oxygen 
concentration is

?2(O)=佑(())□一+ 2&M(M)積(0)月t .......... (31)
The coefficient 们(O) is very small in mag
nitude, about 10^7 or less, when 冬(O) is replaced by 
您(O), indicating that in this region the atomic 
oxygen will remain at its initial value for the period 
of about a month.

The nighttime ozone varies through the rate equa
tion of

座£丄=也"叫(0)心。2)-瑚(O)"(OD(32) 
at

We assume that below about 75 km the atomic oxygen 
variation is efficiently represented by the equation

72(0)=払・(O)厂顷叭MWW，.............................(33)

Thus the substitution of the “(0) formula into Eq. 
(32) makes the equation integrable, and we get the 
solution to Eq. (32) as

”(0D=g)exp|—捎襟％*1 —e 顷

M)»(O2)况 + ，技”(A'i)払(Op「] _ exp 
J ^13 L

f __払的(O) __ __p~ ki2nCO2) i \1 ~] f QJ.')
I「顽M)汉0)’ /JJ 丿

For the period of time less than about 105 sec (about 
1 day)如2九(ND几(°2)t becomes equal to about 0.1 or 
less, and in the expansion of the exponential term 
the terms higher than the first order are neglected. 
Thus Eq. (34)is approximated to

丸(OQ=豹+_&理어)竺(登

(1—厂""。)「) .................................. (35)

In both solutions the characteristic times have the 
formula

....................................................
The ozone concentration beyond the 80 km level 
diminishes rapidly with increased altitude, and it 
reaches an equilibrium value in a few hours or less, 

as indicated by the values of Eq. (36) plotted in Fig. 
5 b (curve II). The rate equation for this region is 
deduced from Eq. (32) by retaining only the first 
term, the three-body recombination of atomic and 
molecular oxygen into ozone. Since the corresponding 
variation in atomic oxygen concentration is described 
by Eq. (31), Eq. (32) reduces to

쓰辭 =品炒”(。2)[-0湿面』

.........................................................C37) 
The ozone concentration varies according to 

刀(。3)企払(。3)+知搾(M)Jz(C)2)MO)t
or R7给(03)+〃.十(0) .................................. (38)
In the derivation of Eq. (38) the conditions 2^n72(M) 
仇(0)£<1. and 知2，z(M)〃(()2)Zd1 are assumed to hold. 
Eq. (38) indicates the upper limit value of «(O3). 
Similarly to the situation of the • ozone variation in 
the lower atmosphere, the variation in n(O3) above 
80 km is not merely controlled by the reactions 
studied in this paper, but as pointed out by many 
authors, the formation of hydroxyl radicals from 
the reaction between ozone and hydrogen becomes 
one of the important atmospheric reactions at this 
level.

The characteristic times associated with the daytime 
and nighttime variations in atomic oxygen and ozone 
are shown in Fig. 5 a and 5 b. The values of (2Q)-1 
and [決 12”(M)/;(O2)]t calculated in this paper differ 
from Wallace's values by a factor of 4 or more, and 
the difference is mai시y due to the differences in the 
atmospheric models and the rate constants adopted. As 
expected, the magnitude of Eq. (12) and Eq. (12a) 
are the same at lower region, and at the high altitudes 
Eq. (12) and Eq. (12c) lead to the same values for the 
characteristic times. The characteristic times expressed 
by [畫Eq. (15a) decrease repi리y and 
they approach the values of (2Qa)~' at the very low 
altitudes about the 30 km level.

The characteristic times associated with the variation 
in ozone represented by curve I (daytime) in Fig. 
5 b, remain in a relatively constant value between 70 
and 80 km. This result may be due to the neglect of 
some possible reactions of ozone with hydrogen.

IV. Numerical Solutions

Chemical reactions of a system of atmospheric 
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species are rate phenomena occurring simultaneously； 
therefore computations of the distribution of atmosph
eric gas concentrations (or photochemical equilibrium 
concentrations) and their time variations should be 
investigated by solving the rateequations simultaneously 
However, if the rate equations contain terms of the 
second order reactions (nonlinear with respect to con
centrations) as in Eqs. (6) and (8) the direct integra
tion of the two equations is almost impossible unless 
some modification or approximation is made to the 
equations. Such difficulties involving Eqs. (6) and (8) 
were discussed by Craig (1965).

Leovy (1964) was able to solve the rate equations 
simultaneously by modifying the equations into the 
linearized forms: he substituted the initial value 如 
(O) for n(O) in the nonlinear terms. Hunt (1965) 
reported the simultaneous integration of Eqs. (6) and 
(8) with the use of the four-point Runge-Kutta scheme 
for the height range of 47-80 km. In Hunt's work the 
initial values of w(O) and w(O3) were not obtained, 
and it was necessary to repeat the integration using the 
new values until a stable state was reached, in which 
the values of n(O) and z?(Oi) for a 24-hour period were 
the same as those for the same time cn the preceeding 
day. He found that the lower altitude regions rapMly 
stabilized while the high regions required several 24- 
hour iteration processes to attain a steady state.

In the present work on a CDC 6600 computer the 
initial equilibrium values (These are essentially 
photochemical equilibrium values, but we call them 
initial equilibrium values in this section in order to 
avoid the confusion with those in Section U.) of 
n(O) and «(O3) are computed using the Newton-Rap- 
hson method (from Ralston, 1965) to solve two sim
ultaneous nonlinear equations:

2J2m(O£) + J3WO3) - 2 知丸(M)静(O)
—知??(M)?z(O)处(0)—如捲(。)在(。3)=。…(39) 

一丿3〃(()3)+ 为1 必(M)7z(O)i(O3)—知件(O)?z(C)3)=O 
The values of n(O) and n (O3) computed by this 

method agree closely with those of ne(O) and ne(O3) 
calculated in Section I, the difference being less than 
10% in most cases. The fourth order Runge-Kutta 
integration method (from Ralston, 1965), used also 
by Hunt, is employed to integrate Eqs. (6) and (8) 

simultaneously. The integration was performed starting 

from the noon hour with the 24-hour iteration cycle. 
The initial equilibrium values obtained from the 
Newton-Raphson method are used as the starting 
values in this integration. The values obtained from 
the integr- ation for 24-hour and 48-hour periods 
were averaged with the initial equilibrium values, 
and the iteration was repeated until stable steady-state 
values are atta-ined. Time steps of 1 minute, 3 
minutes, 5 minutes, and 15 minutes were employed. 
The results obtained from the 1-minute iteration 
were used to investigate the variation in 
concentration at sunset and wnrise. As the time 
step was increased the integration became more unst
able； for instance, the time interval of 5 minutes or 
larger failed to show stable integration below 65 km 
whereas the time step of 1 minute allowed stable 
integration down to 50 km. Also in the region lower 
than 55 km the variation in atomic cxygen after sunset 
changes very rapidly and its concentraticn reached 
zero in a short time； for example, at 50 km the atomic 
oxygen concentraticn changed frcm 2.44x10" (mol
ecules, cc-1) to zero in a 15-minute interval. This 
variation is in good agreement with the result obtained 
in Section E, in which the characteristic time of the 
nighttime atomic oxygen variation at this level was 
found to be about 20 sec.

Similar to Hunt1 s, result it was fcund that in the region 
between 50*70  km atomic oxygen and ozone reached, 
their state rapidly within one 24-hour cycle and between 
75-100 km it required longer periods. Above 100 km 
it was also found that one 24-hour cycle iteration was 
again su伍cient to bring 刀(O) and n (O3) to their 
steady state values. Fig. 6 shows the ratio of 
photochemical equilibrium concentrations to initial 
equilibrium concentrations obtained from the Newton- 
Raphson method and the ratio of nonequilibrium 
concentrations, obtained from the Runge-Kutta method 
to initial equilibrium concentrations.

V. Discussion

In sections K, Iff, and V calculations of the con
centration profiles of atomic oxygen and ozone were 
peromed under the condition of photochemical equili
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brium, by making modifications and approximations 
to the rate equations, and by solving the equations 
simultaneously with numerical methods. Calculations 
were also performed on the time variations in atomic 
oxygen and ozone at various altitudes under the under 
the latter two provisions.

Fig. 1 and 2 indicate that some discrepancies exist 
the values of J2 and J3 between those adopted in this 
paper and those calculated by Catchpoole. Catchpoole's 
values for J2 near the 80 km region are smaller by 죠n

order of magnitude than those employed in the present 
calculation, and his J3 values are fcund to be larger 
by a factor of about 3 in the entire region. J2 appears 
in the ne(O) formula as and J3 in %(0D as
I/J3 in the region above 60 km, and below this level 
the ne(ff) and ne(O^) formulas co그tain the factors 
(J2J3)1/2 and (JJJ3), respectively. Therefor, the 
influence of J2 and 丄 on the number densities of O 
and O3 can be easily estimated.

The comparison between the results of the present
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calculation and those of other investigators are made 
in Fig. 8a and 8b. Fig. 8b indicates that theoretical 
calculations usually yield hi응her values of the photo
chemical equilibrium distribution o£ ozone than those 

observed. As pointed out by a number of investi응ators 
such high values may have resulted from the neglect 
of some possible reactions between ozone and excited 
species of atomic and molecular oxygen and between
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ozone and OH radicals. In the lower atmosphere 바】e 
reactions of oxygen allotropes with NO, NO2> and 
water vapor are quite significant; during the night at 
70 to 90 km levels, the formation of hydroxyl radicals 
from the reaction between ozone and atomic hydrogen 
is important and is responsible for the OH night glow 
emission observed at these levels. Studies on the 
nonequilibrium effects as an extended system including 
hydrogen compounds have also appeared in the recent 
literature (Wallace, 1962； Hunt, 1966； Leovy, 1966).

The disagreement found in the number densities of 
atomic oxygen and ozone between the present work and 
others is largely attributed to the fact that the values 
of J2 and J3 used by various authors are substantially 
different since the accurate values are not well estab
lished. However, owing to the many recent critical 
studies on the revelant reaction rate constants and 
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Fig. 8b. Comparison of Photochemical Equilibrium Ozone 

Concentrations

mechanisms, the values of the rate coefficients 
k12, and k13 adopted in the study of atmospheric che
mical reactions are fairly consistent among investig
ators, At present accurate J2 and J3 are highly desi
rable; improvements for the accuracy of these constants 
mainly depend on the precise measurement of the 
energy distribution of the solar spectrum.

In Table 2 are listed the values of the reaction 
rate constants employed by several authors for the 
calculation of the photochemical equilibrium densities 
of atomic oxygen and ozone. A comparison is also 
made, in Table 3, for the time variation of the 
ozone distribution for the 24-hour period with other 
calculated results appeared in literatures, and the 
values listed in this table are estimated from data 
reported in the literatures.

The calculations in this paper were performed for
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TABLE 2. Reaction Rate Constants

Hessvedt (1965) Hunt (1966) Leovy(1964) Present work

1. 6xlO-34T1/2 2"10-33 2.7X10-33 5.0〉〈1()-3匕「】/2
'12 6. 4X10F 丁 1/2 5xl0-35exp(1000/RT) 1. 2X1Q-34 7.5xl0-35exp(890/RT)
% 4. 2x10 W 5xl(Lexp(—5600/RT) 1. 5 x 10'I0exp(—3025/T) Averaged Formula

given in Sect. II

TABLE 3. Comparison of the Diurnal Variation oF Ozone Concentrations (Molec이cc~')

Altitude 
(km)

06 : 00 
Sunrise 08 : 00 12 : 00

Noon 16 : 00 18 : 00 
Sunset 20 : 00 24 : 00 

Midnight 04 : 00

Hunt (1965) 48 4. 4x1(严 4.2X1O10 4-OxlO10 4. ixlO10 4.6x" 4.6X1O10 4.6X10” 4.6xlO10
Leovy(1964) 49 5. 2xlO10 4.6x10'° 4. 5x1아。 4. 7xlO10 5. lx 1必 5. 5 xl아。 5-8X1O10 5.8x10】。

Present work 50 2 9x10” 2.8x10" 2.8X1011 2.8X1011 2.8x10" 3. OxlO11 3. OxlO11 3. OxlO11

Hunt 58. 75 2. 0x1어。 7.7X109 1.1X1010 9.5x109 1.5X10】。 2.4X1O10 2. 4x1(严 2.4X1O10
Leovy 61 2.1X1010 7.0X109 8.0x10】。 8.7X109 1.3x10】。 3. 5 xl아。 3.6 x1b。 3.6X1O10
Present work 60 2 0x10" 1.2X1011 1.2X1011 1-2X1011 1. 2xlO10 2-2X1011 2.2X1O10 2-2X1011

Hunt 68. 75 1.5x10 功 1.4X109 2.6x109 3. “IO， 4.4X109 5.1x10】。 5.*10 侦 5. lx 1(严
Leovy 67 1. OxlO10 2.5X109 3.8x109 4.2X109 4.6X109 5.5xlO10 5.8X1O10 5.8X1O10
Present work 70 3.6X1011 3.6x10” 3.4X1O10 3. 6xlO10 3. 8 어。 3.7x10" 3.9X1011 3.9x10"

the condition that the sun is at the overhead position, 
the zenith angle being zero for the daytime variation. 
This simplified assumption leads to the results that 
the photodissociation rates deviate from the real values 
most widely at sunrise and sunset, thus introducing 
more uncertainty in the dissociation rate constants. 
Discussions of the perturbation in photodissociation 
rates due to sun position and to other factors are 
referred to in the literature (Leovy, 1966； Craig, 
1965).
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